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Building Dave’s Salvage & Supply 
 

By John Pursell 
 

 Dave’s Salvage & Supply was created to fill an odd-shaped space on my Lehigh Valley Railroad, 

where two yards came together in a type of “V” shape. It was located right outside my considerably 

larger Riegel Paper Mill, so while small, it had to have a little bit of substance [more than just grass or 

asphalt - Ed.]. It’s named for my stepson, David, who is the ultimate “scrounger,” constantly bringing 

home materials and other items that he puts to good use.  
 

Now, this is not meant to be a “how to” article with specific steps, but more of a “what I did” 

article. There is such variety in these yards that you don’t need to slavish follow my methods; use them 

more for inspiration than education.   

 

Salvage and scrap yards work well on a 

model railroad, since they exist everywhere and 

in all types of shapes and sizes, so it’s pretty 

hard to go wrong modeling one. However, as I 

understand it, there is a small amount of 

difference between the two. Generally, a scrap 

yard takes in all kinds of scrap metal or 

materials they can break down, most of which 

will be recycled. A salvage yard, on the other 

hand, takes in materials that they can sell as is. 

This can include all kinds of architectural pieces, 

plumbing materials, structural steel and other 

pieces. Some larger yards have rail service, but 

my model wouldn’t, since it would be far too 

small to warrant such service.   

 

In addition, I thought it would be 

interesting to try to create the entire scene out of 

materials I already had in my own scrap and 

parts boxes and not spend any money if I didn’t 

have to. I do tend to be a mise— I mean, frugal. 
         (con’t on page 3) 
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Mid-Eastern Region Division Superintendents 

 

New Jersey Division 1 

Bill Grosse 

(609) 585-4616 

wgrossejr@gmail.com 

Division web page: 

njdivnmra.org 

 
 

Potomac Division 2 

Martin Brechbiel, MMR 

superintendent@potomac-

nmra.org 

Division web page: 

potomac-nmra.org/  

Philadephia Division 3 

Rob Hinkel 

(610) 279-2394 

robhink@gmail.com 

Division web page: 

www.phillynmra.org 

 

 

Tidewater Division 4 

Fred Humphrey 

757-482-9498 

tidewater.mer.nmra@gmail

.com 

Division web page: 

nmra-mer-tidewater.org 
 

James River Division 5 

Phillip R. Taylor 

(434) 589-6006 

drphilster@gmail.com 

Division web page: 

jrdnmra.blogspot.com/ 

 

 

 

South Mountain Division 10 

Jerry Skeim 

(240) 455-8677 

jerryskeim@gmail.com 

Division web page: 

http://www.smdnmra.org/ 

 

Susquehanna Division 11 

Tim Himmelberger 

(717) 695-7958 

timh@susquehannanmra.o

rg 

Division web page: 

www.susquehannanmra.org 
 

Carolina Southern Division 12 

Alan Hardee 

(704) 868-6976 

superintendent@carolinasout

hern.org 

Division web page: 

www.carolinasouthern.org 
 

Carolina Piedmont Division 13 

John Sokash 

N/A 

jasokash@bellsouth.net 

Division web page: 

www.cpd13.org/ 

 

Chesapeake Division 14 

Tom Casey  

(410)-426-8947 

super@chesdiv-nmra.org 

Division web page: 

www.chesdiv-nmra.org 

    

(con’t from page 1) 

The space available was more-or-less 

triangular, about 11” long and 5” on one end, tapering 

to about 3” on the other. I planned to have a small 

building with the salvage section surrounded by a 

fence.   
 

 I started construction with a piece of 1” foam 

as a base. This would place the yard about an inch 

above the surrounding trackage, which was all base 

level, and about ½” above the road.  I beveled the 

edges slightly to make it easier to blend it into 

surrounding scenery. I gave the entire base a coat of 

medium brown paint, which I use throughout my 

layout. Using mostly coarse sandpaper, I carved a 

sloping driveway down to street level. This was 

painted to look like old, broken asphalt.  
 

Next came adding the building and fence. The small brick building was from an old AHM Water 

Tank Kit. I had used the actual tank elsewhere on the layout and the building was left over. I painted the 

walls a medium brick color, the roof black and the window and door a light gray. It was weathered with 

chalk and the usual ink/alcohol solution. Finally, I installed a small heater stack at the rear of the roof. 

This small brick building gave me some of the “substance” I was looking for that a wood frame building 

probably would not provide. If you’re following along and building your own salvage yard, use 

whatever looks right. Given my layout’s time period—late 1950s—for me, the first choice would be a 

brick structure, the second would be a building with metal siding, and wood frame would be third. A 
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more modern layout might reasonably use one of the smaller metal office buildings sold by Pikestuff. 

I’ve even seen salvage yards with old mobile homes or construction trailers as offices. 
 

Once I’d placed the building, I knew where the fence would go. I had enough Alloy Forms metal fence 

left from a previous project, so I used it to surround the actual yard area and end in a gate by the 

building. The gate was modeled open to give visitors a view inside the yard. The fence was painted gray 

and then heavily weathered with black and rust washes. In retrospect, it might have been better to use 

chain-link fence to allow a better view of all the stuff inside the yard, but the sheet metal fence works, 

and that was what I had on hand. 
 

 I then applied basic ground cover, in this case real dirt with some green foam in random places.  

Inside the yard, I liberally applied black and brown washes to look like oily ground, since almost every 

salvage yard I’ve ever seen had that dirty, oily look everywhere. That’s one thing I miss many times 

when seeing other models of this type of display—they usually look far too clean! 
 

 After this, the fun started! I went through my scrap and parts boxes and came up with a bunch of 

stuff to fill the yard. These included plastic tubes, gas tanks, oil drums, bathroom fixtures, small pieces 

of plastic, coiled wire, old metal wheels and other things that you can see in the photo. Most salvage 

yards aren’t picky; they’ll take anything they think they can resell, so a wide variety of stuff looks most 

realistic. All the materials were weathered to some degree; anything metal also had some rust applied in 

varying amounts.  
 

I found an old hoist from an unknown kit; I painted it grimy black, weathered it, and then draped 

the thinnest chain I had over it.  “Dave” himself was a Preiser figure, placed just inside the gate. 

Additional plastic tubes painted to look like pipes were piled outside the gate.  A small sign was printed 

on a label and applied to a plastic frame and installed near the entrance. 
 

My salvage yard was now basically complete. I set it into place and blended it in with the surrounding 

scenery, which was mostly ground foam. 

Total time spent building: I guess around 

two hours, not counting paint-drying 

time.  

 

Well, I think I accomplished what 

I set out to do: build a space-filler using 

only materials I already owned. Like I 

said earlier, salvage and scrap yards have 

the advantage of being just about any size 

and shape you can imagine, so it’s easy to 

fit one into your layout no matter what 

space you have available.  And since 

most of us have more scrap parts and 

pieces than we know what to do with, it’s 

also easy to fill one! 

 

[About the author: Dr. John Pursell is retired from his position as the Senior Ceremonial Trumpeter with 

the United States Air Force Band in Washington, DC.  He models the Lehigh Valley Railroad in HO and 

is a member of the South Mountain Division. He and his wife Bette live in south-central Pennsylvania. 

Comments are always welcome at: johnpursell@msn.com.] 

http://mer-nmra.com/South_Mountain.html
mailto:johnpursell@msn.com?subject=Dave's%20Salvage%20Yard
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President’s 

Column 
 

I’ve Been Shot and 

I’m Hopeful 
 

President Kurt Thompson, MMR 
 

Okay, before anyone gets worried, let’s set the 

record straight. There has been no attempt on my 

life, no assassination attempt, and to the best of 

my knowledge there has been no successful 

attempt at a coup here on the Board of the MER. 

 

What has happened is that I have had my COVID-

19 vaccine. It happened back on March 25th. Gov. 

Hogan was able to accelerate the vaccination 

schedule the week before the date of my 

vaccination, and fortunately my name came up. I 

know many of you have not yet received the 

vaccine, but it appears that vaccination efforts 

have increased greatly over the past 2 months. I’m 

sure yours will be available soon as well. Make 

sure you sign up for it at your local health 

department or at your pharmacy. The sooner you 

do, the better.  

 

With the shot in the arm literally, I also have had 

the figurative “shot in the arm” to have hope 

again. It’s been a rough year for all of us, 

especially for the ones who have been personally 

affected by this virus. Though the mature and 

reasonable part of me knew vaccines were 

coming, not knowing when kept me from much 

hope. The anticipation of it and waiting have been 

somewhat torturous. I’m sure that many of you 

have felt the same way and that some still do. But 

once you finally get both shots behind you, it 

gives you a sense of security and comfort 

knowing that you are protected, and that translates 

into hope for the future.  

 

The situation has allowed me to see that the MER 

Fall Convention might actually be held as a face-

to-face Convention. Having to decide (rightly) last 

year not to have the Convention was a hard pill to 

swallow for me. I don’t want to have to make the 

same call again this year. And more than ever, we 

want ALL of our members to be there. 

 

So, get busy on your model celebrating the 

MER’s 75th Anniversary. And roll up your sleeve 

so you can get your shot of hope. 

 

From the Editor’s 

Desk… 
 

Greg Warth, Editor  

 

Hope is on the horizon! Maybe 

we will finally be able to get 

back to some degree of normality within the next 

few months as the pandemic settles down. I am 

sure many of you are looking forward to getting 

back into regular meetings, operating sessions and 

conventions. The online clinics and meetings have 

been very helpful, but there’s nothing like getting 

together in person for the true hands-on 

experience in learning new techniques. 
 

Spring is here and summer will be here before you 

we know it. Modeling the different seasons has 

always been an interesting aspect of model 

railroading and another way in which we can 

express our scenic creativity. Many of us like to 

model the summer, which seems to be the most 

popular. I think fall is probably the next favorite 

as it is for me. Winter without snow, or with 

minimal snow, can be perhaps the most realistic, 

which always reminds me of Paul Dolkos’ layout 

with trains traveling through forests of bare trees. 

As I’m thinking about it however, I don’t recall 

any layout that I’ve seen or read about that depicts 

the spring season. I’m sure they must be out there. 

I can only imagine how colorful that might be 

with bright green meadows, flowers everywhere, 

and cherry blossom trees. 
 

I often think of spring as a time of rejuvenation, 

more so than New Year’s Day. I’m a firm believer 
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in re-doing myself periodically, reflecting on what 

I’ve done and what I’d like to do next – mostly 

regarding learning new things, refurbishing old 

projects, trying to make things better. That goes 

for my hobby as well. Seems like I’m always 

wanting to change things or do something 

different. I’m actually in the process now of 

refurbishing my rather old layout with new track, 

new turnouts, new lighting and electronic 

projects, new scenery, etc. Of course, it’s a slow 

process, but in my mind’s eye, it will be a 

rewarding one. I also like to do side projects like 

making small 3’ x 4’ N scale layouts. I’m 

finishing one now using summer scenery. I think 

my next one will be a spring theme. 
 

This issue of The Local features some very 

informative new articles.  
 

In the Electronics Corner, Earl Hackett doesn’t 

disappoint as he continues the series on making 

model railroad interlocking signals from scratch. 

This is more than just about signals. His details on 

3-D printing and how to make molds in general 

are exemplary.  
 

There are three excellent items in this issue about 

how to create great things out of nothing – 

basically just scraps, ordinary household items 

and leftovers from old projects - thanks to Martin 

Brechbiel, Alex Belida and John Purcell. I love 

these kinds of demonstrations, because anyone 

can do them, and you don’t have to buy anything! 
 

For those of you who are diehard DC modelers, 

you may want to re-explore the possibilities of 

switching over to the new world with the first of a 

2-part series on the basics of DCC. This may be 

“old-hat” to some, but perhaps a new beginning 

for others. 
 

The Modeler’s Corner is becoming a favorite of 

mine with more tricks and tips than you can shake 

a flex-track at. I also like the fact that it provides a 

method for any of our members to get their names 

and contributions into The Local without having 

to create a long article. 

 

We also have more Mt. Clare Junction 

Convention News providing a few more peeks 

into what will be available in Maryland for us to 

see as the Mid-Eastern Region continues to look 

forward to the celebration of our 75
th

 Anniversary. 

Don’t forget to order your shirts right away and 

create your entry for the Baltimore project! 
 

So, as we return to life this year, after having been 

lost in the dark since 2019, it’s time to come alive 

again, rejuvenate ourselves in our favorite hobby 

and in life in general. There’s a whole new world 

out there to explore and appreciate. Convert to 

DCC. Make a new trackside shanty. Put in those 

signals that you’ve been putting off. Get that next 

AP (Achievement Program) certificate! Enjoy the 

spring and happy railroading! 
 

Advertising: 

If you have a business and find yourself wishing to 

place an ad on this page, please contact the Editor at 

local-editor@mer-nmra.com.The current advertising 

rates (one year) as follows:   
 

Callboard ads (Division and Clubs Only)…Free 

Business Card size …...............................................$60 

Quarter Page ad......................................................$125 

Half Page ad ..........................................................$225 

Half Page ad per issue (Div. only) ..........................$25 
 

Your ad may appear as text, photo, art or any 

combination thereof. Art must be of high quality and 

camera-ready. Formats must be in txt, doc/docx, pdf, 

jpeg, bmp or tiff only. The content must be related to 

model trains or railroads or provide a benefit 

specifically to model railroaders. If you need help with 

your ad, please don’t hesitate to ask the Editor. 
 

The Local welcomes articles, photographs, and model 

railroad related material as contributions to members' 

education and enjoyment of the hobby. Materials 

should have a wide appeal. The Editor will exercise all 

due care of submissions, but contributors should not 

send paper/photo originals without retaining back-up 

copies. Editors, by definition, reserve the right and 

have the responsibility to make corrections, deletions, 

and changes to accommodate space. If your item is 

time-sensitive in any way, please advise the Editor. 

Otherwise, stories and photos that are accepted for 

publication are used in approximately the order they 

are received. 
 

Publication Schedule Submission Deadline 

Jan/Feb Dec 1st of previous year  

Mar/Apr Feb 1st  

mailto:local-editor@mer-nmra.com
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May/Jun Apr 1st  

Jul/Aug Jun  1
st
 

Sept/Oct Aug 1
st
 

Nov/Dec Oct  1
st 

 

Please observe the following steps to submit your 

contribution. 1. Compose and submit your text in one 

of the following formats: TXT, DOC, or DOCX. 2. 

Consider what photos, illustrations, or other graphics 

can go with the text. These are essential. But, DO 

NOT include/insert them into your text. Do put 

notations in the text such as “Insert Photo #1 here.” 

Send the illustrations separately and numbered as you 

would want them in the text. JPG, GIF, TIFF, or PNG 

formats are best for photos. 3. If you have captions for 

your photos, etc., create a separate text file for the 

captions, each of which will be numbered to match a 

numbered photo or figure. A special note on photos or 

other exhibits; please only send us your creative work 

or that for which you have written permission to use so 

we can give that source proper credit. We need to 

avoid any copyright infringement situations. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Proofreaders:   

Alex Belida , Martin Brechbiel, Bob Morningstar 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 

 

Achievement 

Program Update 
 

By Dave Chance, MER AP 

Manager 

 

April 1, 2021 

 

Since the last report in The Local, the following 

Achievement Program certificates were earned 

and awarded: 
 

Division 1 – New Jersey 

 

David Albertson – Master Builder Structures 

Rick Stoneking – Golden Spike Award 
 

Division 10 - South Mountain 

 

John Pursell – Master Builder Scenery 
 

Division 13 - Carolina Piedmont 

 

Robert Gamble – Model Railroad Engineer Civil 

Danial Fisher – Association Volunteer 

 

Division 14 – Chesapeake 

 

Bruce Blackwood – Model Railroad Author 

 

In a perfect world, this information will appear 

soon in the NMRA magazine.  This should not 

deter you from giving recognition locally.  

Normally you will be able to recognize AP 

accomplishments long before the names appear in 

the NMRA magazine. 

 
PROBLEM - The R&V form is for your personal use.  

Only use it with the Author Submission.  

 
Please, NO R&V FORMS with other submissions. 

 

 

Elections 2021 
THE MER NEEDS YOU! 

 

Yes, you! If you are a member in good standing 

and want to support your region with good ideas 

and real involvement, we need you to volunteer to 

serve as one of the three Directors at Large for the 

Region. The MER Board of Directors generally 

meets 3 times per year; once at the MER 

convention. The deadline for nomination is May 

30, 2021. The term of office is two years, with a 

limit of two terms.  
 

Any MER member in good standing can be 

nominated, either by him or herself or by another 

member with the candidate's permission. The 

process is very simple: 
 

Prepare: 

 

A 200 word (max) statement outlining the 

nominee's interest and qualifications for the 

position, and a photo of the candidate. 

 

Send the nominations package – by May 30, 2021 

– to all of the following nominations process 

officials: 
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Robert Charles, MMR Nominations Committee 

Chair     rcharles@aol.com 

Jack Dziadul   jackdziadul@gmail.com 

Kenneth Montero   va661midlo@comcast.net 

Kurt Thompson, President, MER  

president@mer-nmra.com 
 

Option – also by May 30, candidates may supply 

a 500 word statement suitable for placement on 

the MER Web site. 
 

You can make a difference by giving something 

back to the hobby you thoroughly enjoy. This is 

your chance. Successful completion of three years 

in office fulfills most of the requirement for the 

Achievement Program “Association Official” 

certificate. Please respond in one email to all three 

committee members plus President Thompson to 

insure receipt of your nomination! That is all there 

is to it!  
 

Deadlines and Schedules for 2021 Nominations and 

Balloting 
 

Our Bylaws require the publication of deadlines and 

schedules for nominations and balloting in the first 

issue of The Local of each year. The dates and 

schedule for nominations, ballot and election results 

are in Executive Handbook, Section 5, Policies, 

Article VI.  
 

The dates for 2020 are: 
 

May 30, 2021 -- Deadline for receipt of self-

nominations sent to the Nominations Committee. Date 

for Nominations Committee to notify Board of 

Directors of slate of nominees validated by the 

Business Manager. 
 

July 5, 2021 -- You must be a member in good 

standing (paid up NMRA dues) based on the 

membership report supplied to the MER Business 

Manager from NMRA National as of 07/05 (the 5th of 

July) of every election year to be eligible to vote. If an 

individual is not a member or if membership has 

expired as indicated by the record supplied to the 

MER, and MER officials have not been informed by 

NMRA National of a valid renewal of membership by 

07/05 (the 5th of July), that individual will not receive 

a ballot, nor be permitted to vote in that year’s 

election. 
 

August 1, 2021 -- Deadline for mailing paper ballots 

to members and for commencing electronic voting; 

could be mailed earlier depending on other deadline 

requirements. 
 

September 7, 2021 -- Deadline for electronic voting, 

also last day as shown by postmark for mailing paper 

ballots. 
 

September 11, 2021 -- Deadline for receipt by 

Balloting Committee of paper ballots sent by mail. 
 

September 18, 2021 -- Deadline for Ballot Committee 

to transmit results to President, the Director overseeing 

this committee, and the Business Manager. 
 

September 25, 2021 -- Deadline for The President to 

communicate the election results to candidates. The 

Business Manager also notifies the MER Web Master 

and the NMRA of the election results. 
 

October 9, 2020 -- Deadline for publishing election 

results on MER’s website. 
 

 

HELP WANTED: 

Publisher 
 

Newsletter Publisher: The Local and eLocal 
 

Appointed by:  President 

Approved by:  Board of Directors 

Reports to: Editor of The Local and 

eLocal 
 

Position Summary 
 

Responsible for assembling the official 

publication of the Mid-Eastern Region, The Local, 

working directly with the Editor. The newsletter 

Publisher is responsible for providing “typesetting”, 

article layout and arrangement, and pasting-up services 

for each issue, to produce a web-and-email-ready 

version of the full issue of eLocal, as well as a ready-

to-print version of The Local. The Publisher shall also 

produce camera-ready-copy and ship the camera-

ready-copy and related artwork to the printer in a 

timely fashion. Those efforts all rely upon the 

materials delivered from the Editor to the Publisher 

with direction as to which issue and where in that issue 

(sequence location) that content might be placed. The 

Publisher is to communicate objectives met on 

creation and insertion of content, sending frequent 

draft versions of the eLocal to keep the Editor fully 

informed of the status of issues as they are being 

assembled.  
 

mailto:rcharles@aol.com
mailto:jackdziadul@gmail.com
mailto:va661midlo@comcast.net
mailto:president@mer-nmra.com
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The content of the first twelve pages of the 

print version of The Local shall be equivalent to the 

first twelve pages of the eLocal. The in-house official 

articles and business-related information must be 

contained within those first twelve pages.  This 

ensures that all members will have access to this 

information regardless of which version they receive. 
 

The Local serves as our official in-house 

publication and will contain all relevant articles of the 

organization and information of general interest to the 

membership. The Local must be presented as an 

image-building device for gaining membership and 

maintaining membership interest. The Publisher, 

working with the Editor, must exercise sound 

judgment and expertise for producing a uniform and 

pleasing tone to the publication. 
 

Specific Responsibilities of the Publisher: 
 

1. Keeps the Editor informed at all times. 

 

2. Provides quality production. 
 

3. Assembles the articles, photos and content 

obtained from the Editor into a pleasing and 

interesting presentation. 
 

4. Collaborates with the Editor, when necessary, on 

layout design, presentation of content and space 

considerations.  
 

5. Produces uniform quality and tone of the 

publication. 
 

6. Acknowledges in writing (by e-mail) to the Editor 

confirming receipt of article(s) for insertion into 

draft versions of eLocal and communicates with 

the Editor routinely by providing draft versions of 

eLocal. 

 

7. Prepares the ballot for all elections held within the 

Mid-Eastern Region of the NMRA. 

 

8. Provides electronic copies of The Local and the 

eLocal of each issue to the Editor for final review 

and distribution 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

  

MER 75
th

 Anniversary Goals 
 

By Kurt Thompson, MMR 

 

 These past 16 months have been quite challenging due to the 

pandemic and economic struggles that our members have faced. 

It is not surprising that some have not been able to maintain their 

membership. We truly appreciate those who have stayed with us 

and remain hopeful that better days are ahead. 

 

Our current membership data collected by Howard Oakes, our 

Business Manager, shows a recent net reduction in membership 

by 20. We lost 42 and gained 22 new members. This is better 

than the previous two months when we experienced a net loss of 

49 members. Our total membership is now 1773. 

 

There are no new Master Model Railroaders since the last issue. 

See the Achievement Program Update page for a list of the 

members who have received their AP certificates recently and 

feel free to congratulate them on their achievements. We all 

greatly appreciate their efforts.. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PASSING OF DON JENNINGS 
 

 With sorrow, we have to announce the passing of Don Jennings on February 23, 

2021 at the age of 76 in Cary, North Carolina. Don was a long-term NMRA and 

MER member. Don was born on October 2, 1944, and was a military veteran. For 

nearly all of Don’s professional life, he was a technician and installer in New 

Jersey and New York City for the telephone company. Don had a keen interest in 

the railroads of New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania, especially the Central 

Railroad of New Jersey and the Erie Railroad. Don was a member of multiple 

model railroad clubs in both New Jersey and North Carolina, including serving in 

an official capacity. Don also participated in multiple operating groups. Don 

served as Director-at-Large for the MER from 2009 to 2013, and for many years 

promoted and provided education to youth organizations as coordinator for the MER. Don was a big 

promoter of Carolina Piedmont Division’s raffle layouts to raise money for trainsets for kids at 

Christmas. Don will be missed for his knowledge of New Jersey railroading, his unwavering support for 

the model railroading hobby, his promotion of the hobby to youth, and especially his humor, which 

spanned from the witty to the corny. Please remember his wife, Dodi, and the rest of the Jennings family 

in your thoughts and prayers. 
. 

 

Modeler’s Haven/ Tips and Tricks 
 

Signs - Make your own signs - Look in old magazines, newspapers and even junk mail to find logos, 

advertisements and pictures that can be used on your billboards, buildings or signs. Scan them into your 

computer, crop, resize and print them out on decal paper. Cut them out and attach them to your buildings 

or billboards as you normally would. 
 

Hobos - Turn your regular townspeople figures into hobos - Paint some "dirt" on their clothes with 

brown or gray paint and glue them inside freight cars or hanging off the back. 
 

Dirt Roads - Use a mixture of light and dark brown or gray ground cover to make dirt roads on your 

layout. Fine ballast can be used. Or just use your own fine, sifted dirt or sand. Just draw where you want 

the road to be on your layout surface. Then brush white glue directly on the road between the lines 

you've drawn. Then add the ground cover. Remove the excess after it's dried with a vacuum. You can 

line the roads with a scattering of green or yellow grass or weeds. Speaking of dirt roads, here is a video 

on how to make a dirt road using AK Terrain acrylic paste. It contains additional  scenery tips including 

how to create a rock wall using legos as a mold. https://youtu.be/4KHuLqR4rjI, by Model Nerd. 
 

Derailments - Use your magnifying light on your smart phone to troubleshoot derailment problems. Use 

it as a mirror and place your phone on the track while you run a car over the problem area. 
 

Bridge - Use a flat car to make a rural bridge. First remove the trucks from the bottom of the flat car. 

Then install it over a small creek or ravine. Make your road come up to each side of the bridge. Add 

people or cars and "Slow" signs for detail. 
 

Snow - Consider using baking soda for snow scenes. Brush or spray on a thin layer of diluted white glue 

to rooftops, cars, trucks and anything else you want to cover with snow and sprinkle on the baking soda. 

Epsom Salts work as well. Vacuum up the excess. 

https://youtu.be/4KHuLqR4rjI
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Chain Link Fence - Use window screen or silver lace material to make a chain link fence or a backdrop 

for a baseball field. You can use nails for the fence posts. 
 

Guard Rail - Cut some 1” wide strips of plastic gutter guard that you can buy in local hardware stores. 

Use it for a fence or guard rail. It goes around curves really well. 
 

Spreading Ballast - Use a tablespoon and long-handled brush to spread ballast. Works better than 

anything I ever purchased for the job. 
 

Tips from the Experts - Four Classic Model Railroading Tips by Gerry Leone, MMR: Video includes 

tips on making frosted windows, fixing defects in model structures, using baking soda and CA glue for 

stronger structures, and making easy loads for flatcars.  https://youtu.be/VtiJ9F8rGYQ 
 

Diner - Make an outside diner or hot-dog stand out of an old boxcar shell. Cut a large rectangular 

window out of one side. Smaller windows on the other side. Use thin strips of painted balsa to make an 

awning over the rectangular window. Use the scraps to make steps on the end. Put two figures inside as 

servers and a line of people outside waiting to give their orders. Cut some signs out of an old magazine, 

like “Food”, “Hot Sandwiches”, or “Buy one, Get one free!” and paste them on. Cut out a kitchen scene 

from a magazine or take a picture of your own kitchen with the counter, the oven and the fridge, etc. 

Shrink it to the right size, print it out and slide in inside the back wall of the diner for more realism. Add 

working lights inside and out, and other details like trash cans, tables, chairs, benches to sit on, and 

umbrellas (like those you get when you order a drink at a restaurant). It might be just good enough for 

an AP (Achievement Program) certificate! 
 

Curving a Wall - Need to make a curved rock wall? Take a long piece of aluminum foil, wrinkle it up 

enough to create a lot of nooks and crevices, then lay it down in a long pan half full of sand. Move it 

around to create the depth and crevices that 

you want, spray it with water containing a few 

drops of liquid detergent, then pour a ½ to 1” 

thick layer of Hydrocal. Let it dry for about 30-

40 minutes. You don’t want it to be too hard. 

Prepare the surface where you want to put it by 

spreading on a fresh thin layer of Hydrocal 

mixed with white glue. While the cast is firm 

but not solid, carefully pick up the aluminum 

foil containing the cast and place it on the 

curved area where you want it to be attached. 

You want it to conform to the curve. Hold it in 

place for a few minutes to be sure it is well 

attached. Use strips of masking tape, if 

necessary, to hold it there. Leave the aluminum 

foil on the cast and let it dry overnight. The next day, remove the foil, make any changes you want with 

carving tools, hide the edges with a fresh batch of Sculptamold, paint the rock with various washes until 

you get the effect you want. (Photo 1) 

 

If you have learned a new way of doing things or even improved on an old method, let us 

know. It doesn’t have to be a long article. Short little blurbs or videos like the ones shown 

here would be great. Send to Local-editor@mer-nmra.com. 

  

https://youtu.be/VtiJ9F8rGYQ
mailto:Local-editor@mer-nmra.com
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PASSING OF Jerome "Jerry" Skeim 

 

It is with much sadness that the South Mountain Division #10 must 

announce the death of Jerome "Jerry" Skeim on 8 April 2021. A 

member of the NMRA since 1971, Jerry was Assistant Superintendent 

of the South Mountain Division (SMD) for two years before being 

elected to the Superintendent's post in the fall of 2020. 
 

Information obtained on Jerry's Facebook page noted he was from 

Bemidji, MN, 

where Jerry 

attended high 

school and 

studied mass 

communications 

at the State 

University of the same name. In his introduction 

as a candidate for Superintendent Jerry noted 

that he retired in 2017, and has been married for 

over 40 years to the love of his life (Deb), and 

included that they have 5 adult children. Jerry 

went on to share that he managed a branch office 

of a financial institution for 15 years, served in 

the military for over 20 years and prior to 

retirement he worked for the Army National 

Guard Bureau in Arlington, VA. 
 

Quoting from Jerry's 

Superintendent's bio he 

wrote, "I have a love for all 

scales in the hobby but my 

main interests are On30, 

On3, and 2-rail O scale. A 

new narrow gauge layout is 

currently in the 

construction stage. This is a 

point to point, 33 mile 

common carrier and 

logging railroad once 

headquartered in North-

Central Minnesota." His 

On30 layout was inspired 

by the Minneapolis, Red Lake, & Manitoba, (MRL&M). 
 

SMD Assistant Superintendent Alex Polimeni shared, "He was a good friend and will be dearly missed." 

Details regarding funeral arrangements have not been shared by Jerry's immediate family as of this 

publication. 

Compiled by Tom Fedor 
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Ordering MER 75
th

 Anniversary Shirts 
 

Below is a photo of the commemorative MER 75
th

 Anniversary shirt currently for sale. Even though this 

is a fundraiser project, with a portion of the sale price going to support your MER, the shirts are 

reasonably priced. Details about the shirt and how to order, along with the order form, are on page 13 

and 14 in the March/April Edition of The Local. Should you have any questions about the shirt, call 

Randy Foulke, Director-at-Large, at 919-649-8253. 
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Mount Clare Junction Update 
By Rick Uskert 

Convention Registration 

Our intention was to open registration on April 1st, 2021, however, at the recommendation of the ECC 

and the MER, we delayed Registration by one month to allow the MER Board of Directors to finalize 

policies pertaining the to hosting a convention with ever changing hotel, local, state and national 

responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

Around the Convention Area 

As we prepare to open Registration, we would like 

to introduce you to our host city of Baltimore, the 

surrounding area and hotel, the Delta Hunt Valley. 

I look forward to seeing all of you at the Mount 

Clare Junction this October 21
st
 through 24

th
. The 

city of Baltimore is flush with activity, even in 

these slower periods (Photo 1). The Inner Harbor 

hosts family-oriented activities and historic 

treasures. I dare you not to leave without a crab 

cake from Phillips at heart of the Inner Harbor or 

Faidley's (my personal favorite), located in the 

Lexington Market, established in 1782 

 

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Museum and Edgar Allen Poe's residence anchor the historical near 

west side of city, with Fell's Point, Little Italy and Greektown on the east side of the harbor. Sandwiched 

between and around are a multitude of museums and exploration opportunities for all ages. Here's just a 

short list of opportunities: 

• Babe Ruth Birthplace & Museum 

• Baltimore Museum of Art 

• Baltimore Museum of Industry 

• Baltimore Streetcar Museum 

• Camden Yards 

• Fort McHenry 

• Maryland Zoo 

• National Aquarium (nope, not in DC) 

• Port Discovery Children's Museum 

• Star Spangled Banner Flag House 

• Washington DC 

• Washington Monument and Mount Vernon Place 

Though it's not the big city, Hunt Valley and the surrounding area (Photo 2) have plenty to offer our 

visitors--especially the non-rail oriented--in the historic, nature and old fashioned food and beverages 

categories. 
 

https://mtclarejct.com/
https://mtclarejct.com/
https://baltimore.org/
https://www.phillipsseafood.com/
https://www.faidleyscrabcakes.com/
https://lexingtonmarket.com/
http://www.borail.org/
https://www.poeinbaltimore.org/
http://littleitalymd.org/index.html
https://baltimore.org/listings/babe-ruth-birthplace-museum/
https://artbma.org/
https://www.thebmi.org/
https://www.baltimorestreetcarmuseum.org/
https://www.mlb.com/orioles/ballpark
https://www.nps.gov/fomc/index.htm
https://www.marylandzoo.org/
https://aqua.org/
https://www.portdiscovery.org/
https://www.nps.gov/places/star-spangled-banner-flag-house.htm
https://baltimore.org/listings/washington-monument-and-mount-vernon-place/
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• Boordy Vineyards (Hydes) 

• Fire Museum of Maryland (Timonium) 

• Historical Society of Baltimore County (Cockeysville) 

• LaDew Topiary Gardens (Monkton) 

• Northern Central Railroad Trail (Cockeysville to PA) 

• Oregon Ridge Nature Center and Trails (Hunt Valley) 

• Prigel Family Creamery (middle of nowhere Glen Arm) 

• System Source Computer Museum (Hunt Valley) 

• Webber Cider Mill Farm (Parkville) 

 

Fortuitously, the venue selected for the 2021 convention is spacious, providing us great flexibility in 

conducting a safe event. The Delta Hunt Valley, located immediately off I-83, has nearly 400 guest 

rooms and substantial free parking space around the venue. We have been allocated the entire lower 

level convention center of nearly 17,000 square feet, which will allow us to manage traffic flow and 

capacity in the convention areas according to state, venue and scientific guidelines. For attendee 

budgeting purposes, we have secured a nightly room rate of $109. 

 

The main entrance, pictured above (Photo 3), leads directly to a spacious reception area with ample 

lounging space. The lower level convention space is accessible by three main points, each with it's own 

mode of transport: stairs, escalator and elevator. Expect that one or two of these may be designated for 

egress only, to manage convention flow. 

 

Should you decide not to venture far from the hotel, dining and exercise services are available on-site, 

and Wi-Fi is complimentary throughout the hotel. Floor to ceiling windows are present in all of the guest 

rooms, inviting in lots of ambient light. Some rooms are also equipped with accessible accommodations, 

so please ask when registering should this be a desired feature. 

 

We hope all will be in good health so everyone can enjoy some downtime at the hotel's signature 

cocktail clubhouse, the Polo Lounge & Bar, featuring a unique cocktail program that is seasonally 

inspired. 

 

Prototype Tours 

This month’s issue will focus on the prototype and other off-site tours which are being offered at the 

MER’s Mount Clare Junction Convention, scheduled for October 21-24, 2021. The convention will be  

based in Hunt Valley, Maryland, just north of Baltimore.  Details on other aspects of the convention may 

be found at mtclarejct.com. 

https://www.boordy.com/visit-the-vineyard/
https://www.firemuseummd.org/
https://hsobc.org/
https://ladewgardens.com/
http://www.ncrtrailsnails.com/ncr_trail.html
https://www.oregonridgenaturecenter.org/
https://www.prigelfamilycreamery.com/
https://museum.syssrc.com/
http://www.weberscidermillfarm.com/
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As our lead photo by John Stralka illustrates, one of our tours will be to view some of the facilities, 

equipment and operations of the Canton Railroad (Photo 4). Chartered in 1906, the Canton Railroad is a 

terminal switching railroad serving the Port of Baltimore as well as a variety of industrial and 

commercial customers in Baltimore and Baltimore County. The railroad interchanges with both CSX 

and Norfolk Southern, and since 1987 has been owned by the Maryland Transportation Authority. The 

railroad operates its six miles of mainline and seventeen miles of secondary trackage with a small fleet 

of EMD switchers and road switchers, augmented last year by a new Knoxville Locomotive Works 1500 

horsepower Tier 4-compliant No. 1906. 

 

On June 9th, 2017, over 20 members of the Chesapeake and other Divisions were warmly welcomed, 

regarded as ambassadors for the railroad industry and treated to a phenomenal tour of the Canton 

Railroad office, yard, and shop facilities at the railroad's Port of Baltimore headquarters (Photo 5 (Photo 

by John Kleeman)). We were greeted by President and CEO John Magness who gave an excellent talk 

on the current operations of the railroad; its current challenges from an economic geographical 

standpoint; and graciously answered all of the questions of our tour group. 

 

The Canton Railroad owns about half of the former B&O Penn-Mary yard, reconfigured for the Fort 

McHenry Tunnel, and operates the entire yard. Although the yard contains tracks which are owned by 

CSX, Canton Railroad has the responsibility to maintain the tracks throughout. 

 

After Mr. Magness' discussion, Rail Coordinator Tyler Horner proceeded to give us a guided tour of the 

Penn-Mary yard. The Rail Coordinator at Canton Railroad serves a dual-hatted purpose in that he serves 

in the Yardmaster role as well as fulfilling a Customer Service role. 

 

We look forward to sharing another great tour of the Canton Railroad with the rest of the Mid-Eastern 

Region and our convention attendees. 

 

Baltimore Streetcar Museum 

For convention attendees with an interest in electric traction, we have a special tour of the Baltimore 

Streetcar Museum (Photo 6). Founded in 1966, the museum operates on one mile of the right of way of 

the abandoned Maryland and Pennsylvania Railroad. The museum has the largest collection of cars from 

a single city of any transit museum. But that is not the museum’s only unique feature. Its track gauge of 

5’ 4 1/2” is also the widest of any city in the country.  
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The museum has faced some major challenges recently. In 2019, a CSX derailment on an overhead 

viaduct crushed the museum’s electrical substation and in 2020 the pandemic closed the museum. But in 

2021, the substation is restored, the museum will 

reopen and a lot of restoration work has been 

accomplished. We will be touring the museum 

restoration shop as well as enjoying multiple 

trips with streetcars of various eras as part of our 

visit. Car 417 ( photo by Jim Walsh) is unique in 

having served Baltimore as a horsecar, a cable 

car trailer and a trolley. 

 

Tradepoint Rail 

In addition to our Canton Railroad tour, we will 

have the opportunity to visit a second terminal 

switching railroad, Tradepoint Rail (Photo 7).  

This railroad, with over 70 miles of track, connects Tradepoint Atlantic, a 3,300 acre multi-modal global 

logistics center including a deepwater port, transloading facilities, bulk storage, warehousing and 

distribution services with both CSX and Norfolk Southern via the largest privately-owned rail yard on 

the East Coast. 

 

Sparrows Point, the southeast Baltimore County 

site of Tradepoint Rail was, until 2012, the site 

of a major Bethlehem Steel production facility, 

with rail service provided by the Patapsco and 

Back Rivers Railroad (PBR). Tradepoint Rail 

operates with five EMD switcher and road 

switcher locomotives primarily on former P&BR 

trackage. 

 

The railroad was originally incorporated as the 

Baltimore & Sparrows Point Railroad Company. 

Bethlehem Steel took over the railroad in the early 20th century and it was renamed the Patapsco and 

Back Rivers Railroad in 1916. The PBR operated until 2012 when the steel mill closed down; however, 

in 2014 the remainder of the railroad was bought by Sparrows Point Terminal (SPT) and named The 

Baltimore Industrial Railroad. In January 2016 the railroad was renamed Tradepoint Rail (TPR), a part 

of the Tradepoint Atlantic family of companies. 

 

Tours Notice 

Tours at the Mount Clare Junction convention will be subject to certain conditions. Group sizes may be 

limited because of capacity limitations of our hosts. Participation in such tours will be determined by the 

order of receipt of your registration. Some tours will require the payment of an additional registration 

fee. You will be expected to provide your own transportation to all venues, and some tours have 

limitations on available parking. Certain tours may insist on specified safety protocols or other 

requirements for participation.  Finally, all tours will be subject to any local health department 

regulations which are in place at the time of the convention. 
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  Achievement Program Article Series 
 

 

Calling all Accomplished or Prospective Master Model Railroaders!  
 

 

You’ve done it! You have completed that last Achievement Program (AP) Certificate!  Whether that 

completes your journey to become a Master Model Railroader, or whether it’s a step in that direction, 

it’s still a great accomplishment. In order to get there, you had hurdles to overcome and problems to 

solve. It wasn’t always easy. There are things to know about the process that you didn’t know before – 

things that you wish you knew at the time that would have made it considerably easier and more 

enjoyable.  

 

 

Please consider sharing your journey by contributing an article for The Local on any of the following 

topics: 

 

 

 How you obtained your Achievement Program (AP) certificates – Choose any one of them or all of 

them. Even if the topic has been already appeared in a prior issue, we would still like to hear your 

perspective on the same subject.  

 Your overall approach to becoming a Master Model Railroader (MMR). Did you have a 

sponsor/mentor? What served as your inspiration? How long did it take? Can you provide inspiration 

and guidance to others who are considering this journey? 

 An article featuring your layout, including the planning, building, what you are working on now, what 

your plans are for the future, and of course, lots of high-quality pictures. It could even be ALL pictures 

with just a few captions.  

 A new technique you have used or even a new wrinkle on an old technique.  

 Tips on how to get the most points with the judges. 

 Would you be interested in starting a group or forum within the NMRA for both current and prospective 

MMRs, where members could provide information, tips, accomplishments and inspiration directed 

toward obtaining AP certificates and ultimately the MMR designation? 

 Your history as a model railroader and what the hobby has done for you (or vice versa).  

 Any ideas on the future of model railroading, on expanding the interest, or on how to get younger people 

or more women into the hobby.  

 

 

Other model railroaders would love to hear from you on any of these topics. We want to learn from your 

experiences so we can move ourselves and the hobby to a higher level. Better communication and 

learning from each other are the keys to our future, both personally and organizationally. Pay it forward. 

Learn how to prepare an article here, and when it’s ready, send it to local-editor@mer-nmra.com. When 

it’s published, add it to your resume and be proud of having achieved yet another personal goal. 

  

https://mer-nmra.com/pdfs/Preparing_Your_Manuscript_for_Publication_in_The_Local-2.pdf
mailto:Local-editor@mer-nmra.com
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Advertisement Central Station 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Your advertisement could be on this page! 
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UPCOMING MER CONVENTIONS 
 

2021 Convention – Chesapeake Division – Oct. 21 - 24, 2021 - Delta by Marriott Hunt Valley Inn, 245 

Shawan Road, Hunt Valley, MD 

 

2022 Convention – Carolina Southern Division  -- “Carolina Special Look South”, Charlotte, NC 

 

2023 Convention – Susquehanna Division – Dates and location      tbd 

 

2024 Convention – Division, Dates and location      tbd 

 

2025 Convention – New Jersey Division, Dates and location     tbd 

 

 

NMRA 2021 Rails By The Bay, NMRA's 2021 national online virtual convention on July 6-10, 2021, 

has several exciting announcements. The convention has booked a first group of 20 layout tours by 

video. Layout names, owners, and complete descriptions are here: 

http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/layouts.html.  

 

Join us in July to see all of these layouts during the week. Next, the convention has clinic presentation 

commitments from nearly 30 clinicians. Most will be pre-recorded, with live Q&A after the clinic ends; 

this allows the convention to maximize video quality while still offering interactivity. For a complete 

current list of clinics, visit: http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/clinics.html.  

 

Well-known actor, modeler and railfan MICHAEL GROSS will be offering a special video address 

during the week; Michael's past convention banquet talks have earned accolades. And, online all-

electronic registration, with payment by PayPal, is available at: 

http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/registration.html.  

 

The all-inclusive fee for a full five days of video content, Q&A, plus other bonuses, is just $49 or less 

than $1.25 per hour. Video content will be available to registrants for at least two weeks after the 

convention. Register online today!  

http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/layouts.html
http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/clinics.html
http://pcrnmra.org/NMRA2021/registration.html
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The Basics of DCC – Part One 
by Greg Warth 

 

Like so many model railroaders, I started out with a regular DC (Direct Current) train set back in 1991, 

which quickly expanded into a rather large layout, operated by “cab control” (also known as “block 

control”), because that’s what you did back then. You usually started out with one cab, or transformer, 

that controlled the whole layout. That was fine if you just wanted to run one train on a small layout, but 

that got boring after a while. People wanted larger layouts with more operators and the ability to control 

different trains moving in different directions. This required the sectioning of your layout into “blocks” 

of track that were separated by rail gaps or by plastic rail joiners, such that you could power up or power 

down different sections of track using toggle switches on a control panel. If you had two or more cabs, 

you could assign different blocks of track to each cab (Photo 1). One cab could be connected to the yard 

and another to the mainline. A third cab could operate a second mainline, or a reversing loop. Now 

you’ve got a much more sophisticated layout, with different trains going in different directions without 

polarity issues or short circuits (usually). Nevertheless, it was cumbersome to operate and required lots 

of wiring from the control panel to the 

multiple blocks. Everything had to be 

labeled so you could remember which 

toggle switch controlled which section 

of track and which track was controlled 

by which cab. The use of graphic, 

schematic control panels helped with 

this, but it was still cumbersome. 

 

Photo 1: Cab Control, also called 

Block Control 

 

Then along came DCC (Digital 

Command Control), which was actually 

developed by a company called Lenz in 

the 1980s, specifically for two German 

manufacturers, Marklin and Arnold. 

They found that you could operate 

locomotives independently of each other 

by installing a decoder in each of the locomotives and sending digital signals through the tracks to the 

decoder from a specially-designed transformer, now called a digital command controller, using AC 

(alternating current). Each decoder is programmed with a particular number, or address. When you enter 

that number into the controller, you now have control of that locomotive containing the decoder. You 

can make it go back and forth, sound the bell or the whistle, operate the headlight or the ditch lights, all 

independently of the other locos. If it contains a sound decoder with a speaker, it will sound just like a 

steam engine or a diesel depending on which decoder you have installed.  There are a host of other 

options that are available by programing the decoder in various ways. Programming the decoder is very 

easy once you learn how. Just follow the directions that come with the starter kit. Since I started with 

Digitrax, that is the system with which I am most familiar. (Most of the photos in this article are 

featuring Digitrax items. I am not necessarily promoting Digitrax over any other DCC system. It is 

simply what I have available for demonstration.) 

How to Get Started 

https://www.amazon.com/Digitrax-DGTDH126D-Decoder-6-Functions-9-Pin/dp/B00J6GS722/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1XP01MR871475&dchild=1&keywords=dcc+decoders+for+ho+locomotives&qid=1611234207&sprefix=dcc+decoder%2Caps%2C185&sr=8-1
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Converting your analog layout to DCC is not that difficult. The wiring is actually much easier and less 

time-consuming than the analog set up.  

First you need a starter kit.  

 

Choosing what system you want to use comes down to personal preference and perhaps what your 

friends use. If you and your friend both have Digitrax, for example, and you want to go to his operating 

session, you can bring your own Digitrax handheld throttle and it will work seamlessly with that system. 

Some say the NCE controller is easier to use and more intuitive, but the Digitrax is more sophisticated 

and has more functions available on the handheld throttle. All of the following systems work very well 

once you learn how to use them. 

 

If you have a small layout running two or three trains, you can purchase a starter kit from NCE (North 

Coast Engineering) or Digitrax for about $200 these days. You can always add more boosters and other 

features to these systems later. 

 

If you have a larger layout and wish to run five or more trains during an operating session, you may 

want to start with a more robust system for NCE or Digitrax featuring additional handheld throttles and 

wireless capability. These kits may run anywhere from $400 to $900.  

 

Bachmann also provides a DCC E-Z Command System that is easy to set up for around $200 to which 

you can add a 5-amp booster later if needed.  

 

There are others on the market, like Prodigy by Model Rectifier Corporation, and many are happy with 

this system. However, if you use a more common brand, there are usually more accessories available 

that you can add to the system later as 

you wish.  

Photo 2: Zephyr Command Station, 

Starter Set 

 

I started with a Digitrax Zephyr 

controller for ~$200 and later added a 

$400 booster amp, a computer 

interface, a wireless module that 

allows you to use your smartphone or 

tablet to operate the whole layout, 

four additional infrared walkaround 

throttles, six plug-ins around the 

layout allowing the operators to plug 

in throttles in various locations, and a 

four-way device decoder module.  

 

How many Amps Do You Need? 

 

If you want a precise answer to that (which is really not necessary), you will have to get a special 

ammeter by RR-Cirkits and run each of your locomotives (the ones you typically run on your layout at 

https://www.ncedcc.com/online-store/Power-Cab-Starter-Set-with-24-watt-110-240V-US-Power-Supply-p38322079
https://www.digitrax.com/products/starter-sets/dcs52/
https://www.ncedcc.com/online-store/PH-PRO-R-Wireless-5-amp-Starter-Set-p38322062
https://www.digitrax.com/products/starter-sets/evoxd/
https://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=264_274&zenid=n89a5l4vlnfopgqe26js1dabf4
https://www.modelrectifier.com/dccsystems-s/108.htm
https://www.digitrax.com/products/starter-sets/dcs52/
https://www.digitrax.com/products/command-stations-boosters/dcs240/
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one time) to see how much current it draws at full throttle. Then add up all the amps required to run all 

your lights, sounds and perhaps three or four of your turnouts (since it’s unlikely you will be using more 

than that at one time). Then add up all those amps that you may need to run the whole layout at any 

given time and that is the amount of power you should have. You can also look at the packaging of each 

locomotive and device that you have to find the number of amps that each device uses. Or, you could 

use my method and just guess at it, considering each loco is going to draw about 0.5 -1 amp. You could 

probably run as many as seven locomotives and all the other devices you need on a small railroad using 

a 5 amp system.  

 

Wiring It Up 

 

Next, you need two rolls of 14-gauge wire, one red and one black, or whatever other colors you choose, 

just so they are different. These will serve as your bus wires that you run parallel to each other along the 

bottom of your entire layout. For about every six feet of track, drop a feeder wire (18 gauge) from each 

of your track rails through the layout surface and connect them to the bus wires, making sure that 

polarity stays the same between each rail, track feeder and bus wire.  If you have an oval mainline track, 

you can arbitrarily decide to make the outer rail the positive one and the inner rail the negative one. 

Then dab some red paint on the positive feeder wire that comes down from the outer rail, and then 

connect that wire to the red bus wire. The other track feeder wire from the negative rail goes to the black 

bus wire. I like to use the so-called suitcase connectors for this step which makes the process a lot easier.  

 

You can avoid polarity mishaps by placing a sound-equipped loco with the DCC power turned on while 

connecting your feeder wires to the bus wire. If the sound suddenly turns off, you know you’ve 

connected the feeder to the wrong bus wire. Another method is to use an old freight car and paint one 

side the color of the positive feeder wire and the other side the color of the negative feeder wire. Place it 

on the track correctly matching the colors of the car with the colors of the feeders. Roll the car around 

the layout as you are attaching feeder wires. That way you have a visual reference for which rail goes 

with each feeder wire to the same-colored 

bus wire. In this case, the red side of the 

freight car matches the red feeder wire which 

connects to the red bus wire, and the same 

goes for the black side. This helps if you 

have loops in your tracks that make it 

difficult to tell which rail is positive and 

which is negative. 

 

Now connect the red bus wire to the positive 

(+) rail terminal (Rail A) on the controller 

and the black bus wire to the negative (-) rail 

(Rail B) terminal (Photo 3). 

 

Photo 3: Zephyr Terminal Connections 

 

Plug in the DCC controller and power up the 

track. If you hear a bunch of beeps right away, one of your track feeders is connected to the wrong bus 

wire and you’ve got a short circuit. Re-inspect all your wiring to be sure you’ve got the polarity correct. 

Make sure you don’t have a pair of pliers laying across a track somewhere. 

https://www.amazon.com/3M-Scotchlok-Electrical-Connector-stranded/dp/B0035R7TKO/ref=sr_1_13?crid=2R9VM3RWQRRVG&dchild=1&keywords=suitcase+connectors+for+wiring&qid=1611051227&sprefix=suitcase+connectors%2Caps%2C140&sr=8-13
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Now put your DCC-equipped locomotive on the track. Get the manual that came with your starter kit 

and go to the section where it tells you how to select the loco you want to operate. (Don’t try to read the 

whole manual at first. It has too much information that will just confuse you.)  

 

In order to select your locomotive, you have to know the address code. A new DCC-equipped 

locomotive right out of the box will usually have the address code “03” already programmed into the 

decoder. The instructions in the manual for your brand of DCC will show you how to select your loco 

using the address code “03”. Once you have that loco selected, you can now operate the controls on your 

control station or on your walk-around device to make it go forward or backward, activate the whistle or 

the bell, turn the headlight or rear light on or off, etc. If you have a sound decoder installed, as soon as 

you power up the track, you should start hearing the sound of an idle locomotive, which changes 

appropriately when you increase or decrease the speed.  

So how do you get more than one locomotive operating at the same time? You have to program the 

decoders in other DCC-equipped locos with different addresses. How do you program a locomotive 

decoder? 

 

Programming a Locomotive 

 

In order to do this, it is best to have a separate 

section of track that is isolated from the rest of 

your layout. This will be your “programming 

track” (Photo 4). Run a wire from each rail of 

your programming track to the appropriate 

programming terminals on your DCC 

controller (Photo 3). Now find the section in 

the manual that shows you how to program the 

“address” of the decoder. Put the DCC-

equipped loco on the programming track and 

follow the directions in the manual.  

 

Photo 4: Programming Track, isolated from 

the rest of the layout 

 

Just to be on the safe side, when I’m programming a locomotive, I like to unhook the rail power wires 

from the controller. This safeguards against reprogramming ALL your locomotives with the same 

address. If that happens while you have a lot of locomotives sitting on your layout, you might find 

yourself adding some new words to your vocabulary. 

 

Decoder address codes can be either two or four numbers. When deciding on what address to use for 

different locomotives, I like to use the last two numbers of the locomotive, which helps me to remember 

which address goes with which loco. Even better, you should keep a notebook in your train room that 

contains a list of all your locos and what their respective address codes are.  

 

Programming a consist (two or more locomotives in tandem used to pull a heavy train) is a little more 

involved but still relatively easy with either the NCE or the Digitrax systems. The “DCC Systems” 

video* mentioned in the references below will show you how it’s done on both systems. 
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On the Digitrax system, you can potentially run an analog (DC) locomotive on DCC-powered track 

using the address code “00”, called zero-stretching, but it may not be healthy for your analog locomotive 

to do so. Pushing AC current from a DCC controller through a DC engine may burn it out and render it 

unusable after that. You may be able to get away with it for a while but there is a risk in doing that. NCE 

doesn’t support it and most manufacturers discourage it. 

 

Simple DCC Setup 

 

Photo 5 shows a very simple DCC setup for a 

small layout using just the Zephyr and an old 

double-throttle transformer to use as extra 

throttles.  I used the AC terminals on this old 

transformer to control all the lights and the 

Atlas turnouts. 

 

Photo 5: Simple DCC setup using a Zephyr 

Command Station on the left with small 

control panel and double-throttle DC 

transformer on the right used as extra 

throttles to control different locomotives 

 

Adding On 

 

Photo 6 shows the addition of a 5-amp booster and a walkaround infrared throttle. In this picture, the old 

Kato transformer serves as an extra throttle. With this setup, I can run two separate trains with the walk- 

 

Photo 6: A Zephyr command station in the center with an added 5-amp booster on the left and 

walk-around throttle on the right. The old Kato DC transformer was used as an extra throttle. 
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around throttle, a third one with the center console and a fourth one using the Kato transformer hooked 

up to the “Jump” function on the controller, all from the front of the layout. Four more walk-around 

throttles positioned in different areas of the layout can control four more trains separately.  

 

Stay Tuned 

 

Part Two of this series will be published in the next issue of The Local. It will include more wiring tips, 

information about installing decoders, discussions about the advantages of DCC and more about 

combining DC and DCC on the same layout. 

 

 

 

References: 

 

Comparison of starter systems: 

https://dccwiki.com/DCC_Starter_Systems_Comparison 

 

* DCC Systems: NCE vs. Digitrax DCC Comparison for 

Beginners MR101, by John Abatecola: 

https://youtu.be/jCUq5MZWhjc 

 

Model Railroad Wiring and Command Control: BYMRR.com 

 

Basic DCC Wiring for Your Model Railroad, by Mike 

Polsgrove 

 

“Thinking Through a DCC Decoder Installation”, by Bruce 

Petrarca, MMR, Model Railroad Hobbyist, Feb. 2017, (MRH 

No. 84) 

 

 

  

https://dccwiki.com/DCC_Starter_Systems_Comparison
https://youtu.be/jCUq5MZWhjc
https://www.building-your-model-railroad.com/model-railroad-wiring.html
https://www.amazon.com/Basic-Wiring-Your-Model-Railroad/dp/0890247935/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=DCC+setup&qid=1611741623&sr=8-1
http://mrhpub.com/2017-02-feb/online/html5/index.html?page=1&noflash
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Electronics Corner… 

 

 

Interlocking Signal Construction from Scratch – Part 1 

 

 

By Earl T. Hackett, Jr. 

 

Many years ago, on a business trip to the UK, I met a fellow model railroader, and we became good 

friends. He happened to be the chief signal officer for the East Lancashire Railway that runs between 

Bury and Rawtenstall. The midpoint on the preservation line is Ramsbottom, where there is a grade 

crossing, station, passing track and a siding for engine storage and light maintenance. All this was 

controlled from a small signal box (interlocking tower in US speak). One weekend there was a Thomas 

the Tank Engine event and there were mobs of kids on the station platform and lots of train movements.  

I agreed to help out pulling the Armstrong levers while John handled the grade crossing.   John would 

call "Pull 26”, “Pull 19”, “Drop 14”, and so on. Everything went without a hitch, because I couldn't mess 

up. I couldn't cause a problem because levers that shouldn't be pulled were locked. This is the essence of 

interlocking. 

 

There was one device I hadn't seen before or since. There are only two station tracks at Rawtenstall, so 

we had two tokens, which were heavy, keyed brass bars that fit into a holder. Only one track at 

Rawtenstall had a run around, so it was preferable to only send one up at a time, but two could be 

handled if necessary. To be able to clear a signal from Ramsbottom to Rawtenstall there had to be at 

least one of the tokens in this device, otherwise the signal lever would be locked. So as a train left the 

station, John or I would hand one of these tokens to the conductor in the locomotive cab. That was his 

permission to proceed. On the way back to Bury, he would hand the token back to us as he went by 

allowing us to send another train up the line. Watching steam power accelerating upgrade from an 

elevated position at an arm’s length away was impressive, and I got hooked on signaling. 

 

I follow the C&O prototype in my modeling, and I needed good models of C&O signals.  The problem 

with signals is that they attract a lot of attention, and the commercial models, when available, were not 

up to the quality I wanted, so I was off to figure out how to scratchbuild them in quantity.  After years of 

process development, I finally came up with a method that produces excellent results, which I will detail 

in this article.   

 

Section 1: How to Make the Wired Signal Head 

 

There are two distinct sections in this article. The first describes how to solder Surface Mount Devices 

(SMDs). The second part describes a method I use for producing multiple copies of a model without 

going nuts. I use the signal masts as an example, but it can be used to produce anything that could be 

injection molded. I have successfully made models in three-part molds.  That opens a wide range of 

complex, highly detailed models that can be mass produced in a home shop at minimal cost. 
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Surface Mount Technology (SMT) vs. Through-Hole Mounting (THM) refers to the methods used to 

mount components onto a circuit board. SMT requires soldering all components and wiring onto the 

surface of the printed circuit board (PCB), whereas THM requires drilling holes through the PCB for 

wiring conductors to go through to the other side of the board. The newer SMT is easier to produce and 

is more popular now, but the THM is stronger and more reliable and is often used in military and 

aerospace products that are subject to more abuse over time. Also, with THM, it’s easier to test and 

replace components than it is with SMT. An article from the Optimum Design Associates Blog 

describes the differences in more detail. -Ed. 
 

The process requires surface mount LEDs, 3D printed parts, castings, and etched brass.  I'll start with the 

most dreaded part - surface mount electronics. As through-hole components become scarcer and more 

expensive, modelers will have to consider surface mount technology.  Not a problem.  With appropriate 

materials, I find surface mount technology is easier than through-hole. However, I still prefer through-

hole technology because I can socket and more easily replace ICs that I occasionally fry. 
 

The LEDs I use are really tiny 0603 devices, i.e., 

0.6 x 0.3 mm. They are sensitive to moisture during 

the soldering operation, so I store them in a 

stainless-steel container with silica gel desiccant 

packets that maintains the humidity below 10%. 
 

Photo 1. RGB LED storage.  Those little specks 

are the LEDs. 

Once you have the circuit board (I'll get into 

circuit board design and production in a later 

article) placing the components is easy. First, a 

small drop of solder paste is applied to the 

mounting pads with a 21g application needle. I 

prefer Kester R500, but others should work just as 

well. 

Photo 2. Solder paste applied to the circuit board. 

 

I use small, pointed tweezers to place the LEDs in 

the paste, being careful to note which end is the 

cathode. Soldering is done with a cheap electric 

frying pan running flat out at 450°F.  

 

Photo 3. My high-tech soldering station:  The 

aluminum block runs at about 250°F. Right 

above the heating coil the fry pan is about 

450°F, good for melting 60:40 tin:lead solder. 

 

http://blog.optimumdesign.com/through-hole-vs-surface-mount#:~:text=Through%2Dhole%20components%20are%20best,to%20withstand%20more%20environmental%20stress.
https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-10pcs-Prewired-White-Emitting/dp/B07VXSPWCN/ref=sr_1_22?dchild=1&keywords=0603+smd+led&qid=1608980501&sr=8-22
https://www.amazon.com/Rechargeable-Desiccant-Dehumidifiers-Corrosion-Prevention/dp/B08162988B/ref=sr_1_6?crid=3TGGKXUF2B9Z6&dchild=1&keywords=dessicant+packets&qid=1608979356&sprefix=dessicant%2Caps%2C167&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Rechargeable-Desiccant-Dehumidifiers-Corrosion-Prevention/dp/B08162988B/ref=sr_1_6?crid=3TGGKXUF2B9Z6&dchild=1&keywords=dessicant+packets&qid=1608979356&sprefix=dessicant%2Caps%2C167&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/QLOUNI-40pcs-Boards-Adapter-Converter/dp/B07CJ96ZPW/ref=pd_bxgy_2/147-9168879-0745059?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B07CJ96ZPW&pd_rd_r=80390de5-bde3-49ed-9502-813ea7cab2b6&pd_rd_w=0CiLg&pd_rd_wg=e1jKb&pf_rd_p=f325d01c-4658-4593-be83-3e12ca663f0e&pf_rd_r=0Q979365VNH3WEDD19MB&psc=1&refRID=0Q979365VNH3WEDD19MB
https://www.amazon.com/Kester-EP256-Solder-Syringe-Dispenser/dp/B006UTCYM2/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=Kester+R500+paste&qid=1608980132&s=industrial&sr=1-8
https://www.amazon.com/Scientific-Labwares-Stainless-General-Purpose-Precision/dp/B07V3JCCRM/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=small+pointed+tweezers&qid=1608980335&s=industrial&sr=1-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyWVZLQ0JNSVJBRUNCJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwODg3MzYxMkRaRkxJSVpRSjJDQSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMzI2OTY5MjYyVk1SVVRUUzkyNCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
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 I first place the assembly on the hot (aluminum) surface at about 250° F for at least 15 seconds to drive 

off any volatile components and then move them to a hot spot on the frying pan (right above the heating 

coil). The solder will 

melt, and you will see 

the parts move into 

perfect alignment due 

to the surface tension 

of the molten solder. 

Immediately remove 

the assembly from the 

pan and set aside to 

cool.  

 

 

 

 

Photo 4. Magnet wire soldered into the via holes of the signal head circuit board. 
 

A via hole is made by placing copper pads on each layer of a multi-layer PCB and drilling a hole 

through them. It is used to make a connection between the layers. – Ed. 

 

For electrical connections, a 32g 'solderable' magnet wire is soldered into the small via holes.  Tinning 

the wire requires temperatures well above the melting point of tin-lead solder, so it must be done with a 

soldering iron running at 700°F or higher.  I use a small solder pot running at about 700°F because it is 

much faster. 

 

Although the proceeding is probably new to many readers, it's been standard industrial practice for 

decades. 

 

Section 2: How to Make the Cast for the Signal Heads, Brackets, Mast and Bridge Mount 

 

Now for something completely different. The signal heads, mounting brackets, mast, and bridge mount 

are cast in a single piece that encapsulates both the little circuit board and the wires. To do this I'll build 

a silicone rubber, resin transfer mold, using a 3D printed matched plate pattern. Matched plate patterns 

are a standard in the foundry industry, and there are videos showing how they are made and used in sand 

casting metals. Silicone rubber molds have properties different from compressed sand and the design 

reflects these differences. Both sides of the pattern are printed at the same time you don't have to worry 

about minor dimensional changes from one print run to the next.    

 

I start with a CAD model. I first used CAD with AutoCAD v1, which I used to design my current house. 

That's ancient history and I now use Rhino 3D. It fits the way I think in CAD, but at $1000 for a 

permanent license, it's not for everybody. There are many free and open-source CAD programs 

available. One completely free CAD system that appears to have everything you would need is 

OnShape, available at www.onshape.com. It is a fully functional CAD system that runs in the cloud so 

the only thing you need is a web browser and a good internet connection. The only downside is that your 

files are not private. There are lots of good tutorials that you can explore at your own pace so it's easy to 

learn. 

https://www.amazon.com/BNTECHGO-AWG-Magnet-Wire-Transformers/dp/B07JBQQR38/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=32g%2Bmagnet%2Bwire&qid=1609062648&sr=8-1-spons&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFLTTJHVVo0VVJIM1ImZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTA2OTUxNjgzTEo2U0VOSUFQNE82JmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA2Njg1MzIzR1lGQkFKMFY0UloxJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Ceramic-Soldering-Temperature-Control-Trigger/dp/B07B3S6VGG/ref=sr_1_11?dchild=1&keywords=soldering+iron+700&qid=1608981915&s=industrial&sr=1-11
https://youtu.be/Wmaku9GZdBQ
https://www.onshape.com/en/
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After creating the 3D design in your CAD program, export it to your 3D printer in order to create 

the 3D model shown here. Then, move on to making the silicone mold as described below so you 

can easily create several more of them for your railroad. See reference videos at the end of the 

article. -Ed. 
 

To make the matched plate pattern there are three 

requirements 
 

 There must be provisions for the resin to fill 

the mold from the bottom while driving air out 

vents at the top; 

 The part must be extracted from the mold 

with minimal undercuts to lengthen the useful life 

of the mold; 

 There must be a sufficient number of 

registration pins to ensure that the two halves of the 

mold will remain in registration throughout the 

molding cycle. 

 Sprues and vents are added to the model. 

Next, select a parting surface. In this case, it's flat. 

This is the least expensive option, but a curved or 

irregular parting surface can be used if necessary. 

 

Photo 5. This is the 3D model I used for the 

signal mast and heads.  This will be used to 

make the matched plate pattern for the mold. 
 

Sprues and vents are added to the model. Next, 

select a parting surface. In this case, it's flat. This is 

the least expensive option, but a curved or irregular 

parting surface can be used if necessary.   

 

Photo 6.  A screen shot of the 3D matched 

pattern plate for bridge mounted signals. 

 

The parting surface and registration pins are added. 

This will be a rubber mold so lots of registration pins are needed to keep things where they belong. Now 

it's time to split the model in half and move one half of the model away from the other a small distance.  

Copy the parting surface and the alignment pins and copy them the same distance. I moved the parts 

1mm, thick enough to minimize warping, but thin enough to be flexible enough to force it flat. One 
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thing you must watch is the thickness of the walls forming the alignment pins. This dimension must be 

no thinner than the thinnest supported wall specification, 0.3 mm. It's dangerous to work at the minimum 

dimension, so I try to keep it around 0.6 mm.  Keeping the draft angle of the alignment pins around 60° 

seems to work very well. 

 

Photo 7.  This is a cross section view showing the 

wall thickness of the alignment pins. The male 

pin has been truncated so it doesn't interfere 

with the mating of the two mold surfaces.  
 

 You can minimize printing costs by minimizing the 

amount of material in the mold plate as shown 

below. This will result in a much more complex 

mold box for forming the silicone rubber mold, so I 

just continue to use rectangular patterns while 

looking at other methods to minimize the amount of 

silicone rubber used. 

 

Photo 8.  You should be able to reduce mold 

costs by building irregular shaped patterns, but 

it increases complexity in mold construction. 

 

Before you do anything, you must remove the 

residual wax from the pattern. A few minutes 

soaking in acetone followed by a clean acetone 

rinse from a squeeze bottle does a good job of 

removing the residue. The pattern will now have a 

frosted appearance.  Once you clean the pattern 

you must mount it in a mold box to pour the 

silicone rubber. I made several errors in the pattern 

design.  If you look at the top edge of the pattern, 

you'll notice that the funnel. vent, and plate 

surfaces are all on the same plane. I had to 

 

Photo 9. This is the mold box and pattern 

before application of the clear coat. The clear 

coat is absolutely essential to successfully 

producing a useable mold. 
 

carefully remove a small amount of the vents and 

funnel to provide a uniform clamping surface. The 

structural part of the box is 1.5" x 1/8" polystyrene.  

Strips of 3/4" x 1/32" polystyrene flush to one edge 

of the heavier material, providing a uniform 

clamping surface for the perimeter of the pattern. 

With the pattern in place a second strip of 

https://www.amazon.com/POR-15-40404-Solvent-1-Quart/dp/B00J5943BY/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=3KYBKL5XSV30C&dchild=1&keywords=acetone+solvent&qid=1608985127&s=hi&sprefix=acetone%2Ctools%2C154&sr=1-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExMlZHVUZKMlFBR1hNJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMjk0NjA2MldCMENZVlk5WURERCZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNTUwMjQ1MVNJQ0UwOFVTMkJSMyZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.amazon.com/Smooth-Silicone-Smooth-Cast-Plastic-Compound/dp/B01D9BUSI0/ref=sr_1_25?crid=E9ZZG6LRNXQJ&dchild=1&keywords=silicone+rubber&qid=1609063703&s=arts-crafts&sprefix=silicone+rubber%2Carts-crafts%2C154&sr=1-25
https://www.amazon.com/Litko-Game-Accessories-Plasticard-100/dp/B00MR5U4VG/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=styrene+for+scratchbuilding&qid=1608985985&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Litko-Game-Accessories-Plasticard-060/dp/B00MR5R9DM/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=styrene+for+scratchbuilding&qid=1608986374&sr=8-7
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polystyrene is used to force it flat against the clamping surface and glued in place. For gluing 

polystyrene, I prefer a 50:50 mix of MEK and lacquer thinner. Once you are satisfied that the pattern is 

clamped flat you can make the box permanent with some CA flowed along the pattern edge. 

 

 

Photo 10.  This is the pattern ready to produce 

molds. The original 'funnel' was a bust, so I 

added a piece of wood to make pouring the 

epoxy easier. The channel running toward the 

bottom of the pattern is the wire escape. It is 

packed with petroleum jelly to seal the exit 

around the wires. 

 

One edge of the box is left open to allow the 

rubber mold to be removed. This end has been 

sanded so all the surfaces are in the same plane. A 

removable closure wall with a groove to force the end of the pattern flat is clamped in place to hold the 

rubber while it sets up.   

 

There is one final and critical step that absolutely must be done before making your first cast part. The 

surface of the 3D print is rough, covered with almost microscopic pits making the surface appear frosted 

white. The silicone rubber will fill these pits and mechanically lock onto the surface, making removal 

almost impossible. A quick spray with a gloss clear coat fills these pits, and as you can see in the photo, 

the surface no longer appears white. The wood plug should also be sprayed with the clear coat. 

 

Good silicone rubber products that I have used are Smooth-On Mold Max 30, Mold Max XLS II or 

AeroMarine AM 128. The mix ratio is critical so these must be dispensed by weight using a gram scale. 

I have not used this product, but AeroMarine also offers AM 125 which is a simple 1:1 mix ratio by 

volume.   

 

Photo 11. When pouring the 

catalyst for silicone rubber, 

use a mixing stick to keep it 

from dribbling all over the 

place. You have much better 

control of the amount 

dispensed. 
 

Mix well in a smooth sided 

container, preferably clear 

plastic so you can see any 

unmixed rubber clinging to the 

sides of the container. Plastic 

can be reused many times, glass 

only once, because silicone 

rubber permanently bonds to 

silicate materials. I always degas the mixed rubber in a vacuum chamber, but with this material it isn't 

https://www.amazon.com/Catalyst-Dispenser-Fiberglass-Coatings-Polyester/dp/B01FY9UR04/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=MEK&qid=1608986458&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Klean-Strip-Green-QML170-Lacquer-Thinner/dp/B000KKN11A/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=lacquer+thinner&qid=1608986569&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Starbond-Cyanoacrylate-Microtips-Woodturning-Stabilizing/dp/B00C32ME6G/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=ca+glue&qid=1608986681&s=hi&sr=1-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExT1U5RkU5N1pQOFg3JmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNTM0MjI4MzQ2OTZHQUdFQ0ZYWSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwOTYwMTI1WEpXV1RaQ1JUMDMxJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/Dupli-Color-DA1692-Crystal-General-Purpose/dp/B001DKPL14/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=gloss+clear+coat&qid=1609073719&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/Smooth-Mold-Silicone-Making-Rubber/dp/B00IZND16Y/ref=sr_1_5?crid=132VVXDIZFPBA&dchild=1&keywords=smooth-on+mold+max+30&qid=1608987150&sprefix=Smooth-On+Mold+Max+30%2Ctools%2C162&sr=8-5
https://www.smooth-on.com/tb/files/MOLD_MAX_XLS_TB.pdf
https://www.aeromarineproducts.com/product-category/mold-making/
https://www.aeromarineproducts.com/product/digital-scale/
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required. Just pour it slowly in a thin stream in a corner of the mold box and let it flow slowly across the 

surface. This will prevent any air from being trapped on the surface, and that's all you really care about. 

Large bubbles will rise to the surface and break 

within a few minutes.   

 

Photo 12. Pouring silicone rubber into a mold 

box. 

 

Epoxy resins are my preferred casting material 

because they are clear, colorless, have good 

physical properties and processing 

characteristics, and do not degrade the molds as 

quickly as other resins. Any epoxy with a 

viscosity of about 500 cps (light motor oil) will 

work well in this application. My preferred 

epoxies are Resin Research 2070, cured with 

their 3100S or 3100X or AeroMarine 300/21 

laminating resin. Resin Research has a minimum 

order of 4 gallons at $296. AeroMarine epoxy is 

available in smaller amounts, but at a slightly higher per gallon cost.   

 

Photo 13. Mold boxes 

filled with silicone 

rubber.   

 

So now we're ready to 

make parts. This part is 

easy. Lightly clamp the 

mold halves between some 

scrap wood to distribute 

the load.  Mix the epoxy 

resin in a smooth sided 

container. A paper cup is 

ideal. Mix well for several minutes 

scraping the sides and bottom of the 

container to make sure there is no unmixed 

material.   

 

Photo 14. This is my original mold, 

before I added the wooden plug. A minor 

adjustment with a sharp knife got things 

working. 
 

Pour the epoxy in the hole and in a few 

minutes, you should see it coming out the 

vent holes. Let it cure overnight and the 

next day you have the finished part. 

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=epoxy+resin+supplies&i=industrial&crid=3U4D9IMWEV1PY&sprefix=epoxy+resin%2Cindustrial%2C161&ref=nb_sb_ss_ts-da-p_10_11
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Photo 15. This is the first 

casting from the mold. No LED 

boards just in case there was a 

problem. Note that there is no 

flash, the casting is free of 

bubbles, and there is no 

trapped air. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

Photo 16. Here are two production masts ready to be joined with the signal bridge. 
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Photo 17.  Here are two masts 

mounted on a bridge. Ladders, 

maintenance platforms, 

railings, and signal faces are 

next. 

 

 

 

In Part 2 of this series, I will 

demonstrate how to construct the 

other components and finish the 

assembly so that it will be ready 

to place on the layout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parts List: 
 

LEDs – 0603 

Silica gel desiccant packets 

Circuit board 

Solder paste 

Pointed tweezers 

Cheap electric frying pan 

Magnet wire 

Soldering iron capable of reaching 700 degrees 

Free CAD program 

Silicone rubber 

1/8” and 1/32” polystyrene 

MEK 

Lacquer thinner 

CA glue 

Petroleum jelly 

Gloss clearcoat spray 

Epoxy resin 

(Links to these items are provided in the text) 

References: 
 

Silicone mold making: 

https://youtu.be/J1jDaZX6PCk, 

https://youtu.be/FQ1A7ZjTsx8 
 

CAD for beginners: 

https://youtu.be/6JOITgw_T1Y 
 

Video tutorial for the Onshape CAD program: 

https://youtu.be/pMWnsHpDlQE 
 

[Ed.- For those who are unfamiliar with 

railroad signals and their terminology, you 

may wish to look at this glossary published in 

Trains magazine in 2006. ] 
 

Installing Approach Signals for an 

Interlocking Plant: Part 1 – (with links to Part 

2 & 3), by Model Railroad Academy. 
 

Signaling Your Layout, Portland Daylight 

Express, 2015, pdf by Dick Bronson (RR-

CirKits, Inc.) 

 

https://youtu.be/J1jDaZX6PCk
https://youtu.be/FQ1A7ZjTsx8
https://youtu.be/6JOITgw_T1Y
https://youtu.be/pMWnsHpDlQE
https://trn.trains.com/railroads/abcs-of-railroading/2006/05/glossary-of-railroad-signal-terms
https://www.modelrailroadacademy.com/article/installing-signals-interlocking-plant/
https://www.modelrailroadacademy.com/article/installing-signals-interlocking-plant/
https://www.rr-cirkits.com/Clinics/PDX-2015-Signals.pdf
https://www.rr-cirkits.com/Clinics/PDX-2015-Signals.pdf
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Post-Script: 

 

Here is another example of what you can cast by using the mold-making methods described in the article, 

“Interlocking Signal Construction-Part 1”. 

 
These are the rear 

windows on my 

model of the 

roundhouse at Hinton, 

WV, while it was 

under 

construction.  The 

heavy frames were 

cast along with the 

brick work with 

openings for the 

windows.  The 

window frames were 

cast with pigmented 

epoxy to match the 

heavy frames.  A 

second mold was used 

to cast the “glass” 

using clear 

epoxy.  They could be 

made clearer with the 

application of a clear 

gloss coat 

or Future 

floor finish, 

but I liked 

the dirty 

appearance.

  The loose 

parts are for 

the monitor 

roof, three 

windows on 

each side 

with louvers 

in 

between.  T

here is no 

way I 

would do 

this if I had 

to 

scratchbuild

 every 

window. 
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A Crossing Shanty or How to Get Rid of Leftovers – Part 3 
 

By Martin Brechbiel, MMR 

 

Continuing onwards with the theme of 

consuming leftovers to make something useful 

for the layout moves us to a project that is a bit 

more complex, or perhaps the complexity just 

resides in how I’ve chosen to assemble this 

structure. The starting pile of leftovers includes a 

handful of detail castings from various sources, 

some scribed siding bits, and some Grandt Line 

parts. The scribed siding bit with the joists 

peeking out from underneath is what will 

become the floor and porch area (Photo 1).  

 

The wide scribed siding bits were cut down to 

make the front and two side walls. Openings for 

the leftover door and window castings were cut 

and test fitted. I ran out of the wide scribed siding, but I still had some of the board and batten siding 

from the prior projects in this series, so I just cut the back wall from that material. So the sides are not 

matched and who’s to say that such a structure might not have been made from what was available 

(Photo 2)?   

   

So that bit of 

finer scribed 

siding with the 

joists (Photo 

3a,3b) is what set 

the wall 

dimensions on 

width and height 

and is just what 

looks right versus 

the door casting 

and a decent O scale figure. Now 

let’s go back to the four walls and 

do some interior finishing work. 

Some fine scribed siding was 

added as wainscoting with trim 

board across the top. Above that 

was added some stripwood to 

finish off the interior. That trim 

board was left off the front and 

back interior walls since 

assembling the four walls would be 

in the way of forming the corners. 
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You can see that on the interior of these two walls that I’ve left some space for the side walls to join 

everything together (Photo 4a, 4b). 

 

The four walls were tacked together with a bit of Goo. After mounting that assembly to the floor with 

Carpenter’

s glue, a 

little bead 

of CA was 

applied 

into the 

corners to 

stiffen 

everything 

up 

together. 

The 

missing 

trim board 

along the 

top of the 

wainscoting was added to the front and back walls. A bit of corner trim was also added. Exterior corner 

trim boards were added as well as trim at the top end of the front wall (Photos 5, 6).  
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Moving forward, I painted the window and door 

castings (Polly Scale Sea Green) so that I could 

install the glazing. I used polycarbonate instead of 

glass for glazing since I have an envelope of 

leftover various clear plastic bits and thought to 

use some keeping in theme. The front step, and 

exterior floor framing were stained with MinWax 

mix (leftovers from cans dumped into a 0.5L 

bottle) while the interior was stained with Cherry 

MinWax (trying to drain an old can). Parts of the 

Grandt Line end roof brackets were used to make 

the supports for the roof over the door. A bit of 

scrap scribed siding face down was used for that 

bit of roofing. The exterior was then painted (Polly 

Scale PRR Buff) (Photo 7).           

 

Now is the time to use up all those detail parts that 

were lying about gathering dust. These were all 

pre-painted using Polly Scale paints. I like the way 

this kind of paint flows off fine brushes for detail 

work. This may also be the more tedious part of 

the journey, but it’s not without reward. The desk and coal box just barely fit in along the one wall. The 

chair is set out at the desk while the typewriter awaits the filling out of the next form under the light of a 

kerosene lamp. The wall telephone was mounted just inside the door. The stove was placed in the corner 

and a hole was drilled through the wall for it to meet up with the exterior smoke jack with a pair of 

washers painted black to surround the stovepipe going through the wall. This was all secured with a very 

small amount of Goo and CA (Photos 8, 9).  

 

 

Last steps were to close this structure up with a roof. I had a bit of cardstock that I scribed and folded 

over to make the roof with a nice bit of overhang all around. At the last minute before I buttoned this up, 

I decided that I need to add a light to the inside. I found a bulb with a long enough lead to reach from the 
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inside of the roof through a hole in the floor in the back corner where it would not be terribly obvious. I 

secured the bulb to the roof with a bit of Goo and then mounted the roof to the top of the 4 sides while 

threading the wire through the floor. This usually only takes three hands, two sets of tweezers, and some 

strong language to accomplish without making too much of a mess of it. But we’re not done yet. I still 

had some sawtooth paper shingles left over, so I tried to use that all up on this structure. I failed to 

accomplish that and had more than I needed for this job (Photo 10,11). 

 

It did occur to me that I had not tested that bulb that I 

had now glued inside this little shanty. With much 

trepidation, I hooked the leads up to a power supply 

and slowly ramped up the power. Much to my delight, 

it worked just fine! And, in the dark of my shop I 

found that it delivered just the effect that I wanted to 

achieve to let one get a glimpse of the interior (Photo 

12). Well, that’s all for this little project but I’ve still 

got leftover bits in the shop, so I’m sure that I’ll be 

back with another quick project. 
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Making a Canvas Tarp Roof Cover  

(Or How Recycling and Modeling Can Go Hand-in-Hand) 
 

By Alex Belida 

 

I decided this year I needed to upgrade the service yard of my HO Eureka and South Pass Railroad, set 

in Nevada in the late 1890s. One of the improvements was the installation of a scale 39’ inspection pit 

(Scale Structures), a resin casting (Photo 1). 

After it was painted and weathered and installed in 

the foam insulation base, I felt the workers and 

locomotives needed some form of protection from 

the elements.  

 

So, I built a crude framework out of stripwood 

similar to my nearby Repair-in-Place structure and 

stained it and tested its position. All good. I stacked a 

load of lumber next to it to suggest that someday it 

would be enclosed. In the meantime, though, it 

needed a temporary roof. 

 

I turned to one of my favorite products for simulating 

a canvas tarp – a used coffee filter (Photo 2). I’ve 

used pieces of this before to make curtains and 

covers over things like woodpiles. This time, it 

would be used to cover a building.  

 

After cutting out the piece I needed (from a large 

basket-style coffee filter), I dipped it in water, and 

then positioned it on the top of the frame allowing it 

to settle on the beams and sag in places. After it 

dried, I fixed it in place using tiny dabs of canopy 

glue, which dries clear (Photo 3).  

 

I weathered the canvas tarp with Pan Pastels, 

Doc O’Brien’s weathering powders and India 

ink wash.  

 

It looked fine but what it was missing was 

something to suggest how it was tied down and 

how it could be rolled back. 

 

I found some eyebolts (Tichy) that I had on 

hand and installed two on each of the eight 

support beams, one down at the base and the 

other about a scale 8’ from the bottom (Photo 

4).  
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Then I took some thread and tried to feed it through the eyebolts. Oops. No go. Fortunately, my wife 

recommended a tool she dug out of the sewing kit – a threader (Photo 5). This is a really fantastic 

device for dealing with situations like the one I confronted. 

 

[Ed.: A “threader” is a small tool used in sewing 

that consists of a thin wire loop which is shaped 

to a point on one end, widens in the middle, and is 

attached to a holding device on the other end. To 

use the tool, simply insert the point of the wire 

loop through the eye of the needle, or the eyebolt, 

in this case, so that the widened area goes through 

to the other side of the eye. Then, it is easy to 

place a length of thread through the wire loop, 

and pull the thread through the eye to the near 

side. It saves considerable time and frustration of 

trying to push thread through a tiny opening.] 

 

With that tool in hand, I proceeded rather rapidly in slipping my golden brown thread through the 

eyebolts.  

 

Once that was accomplished, it was time to fix the simulated rope in place. Once again I used canopy 

glue, putting a small drop on the underside of the simulated canvas and setting the top end of the thread 

in place. Once dried, I simply pulled the threads tight and snipped off the excess from the bottom, 

leaving a bit extra to lay on the ground. The “rope” is hard to see, even after I brushed some India Ink 

wash on it, but, like many details, I know it’s there (Photo 6). 

 

While this was just one small project, it emphasizes something I have learned about modeling. Look 

around for items in your household that may be useful, like coffee or tea filters, or even common thread 

and sewing tools. In another project, I turned a large cork from a container that was being tossed out into 

a beehive-shaped charcoal oven that now sits over by one of the mines on my layout, a tribute to the 

Nevada charcoal burners who provided the fuel for the gold, silver and lead smelters. I’ve also used 

plastic packaging of various shapes to cast Sculptamold for “stone” building bases and to make a dome-
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shaped oven. [Ed.: Watch for more articles describing projects like this in future issues of The Local. 

Part of the art of model railroading is found in creating something great out of nothing.] 

 

So check your outgoing recycling to see whether there’s anything useful for modeling. You never know 

what you might find. 
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The Last Stop… 

 
 

A recent article (“A ‘Perfect World’ Around Every Miniature Bend”, by Christopher F. Schuetze) in the 

New York Times caught my attention. I know many of you have already seen it. It seems that Marklin, 

the model train maker in Germany, has become super busy during the pandemic. They have so many 

orders that it’s hard to keep up, even with their 1,170 full-time employees who keep the place running.  

Since people have been isolated in their homes to avoid getting the coronavirus infection, they have 

acquired or re-acquired a passion for model railroading, and sales for model railroad supplies are 

booming! 

 

The stimulus for this is that if you can’t get into the outside world, why not bring the outside world in 

with you? Maybe that’s why model railroading is so popular in the winter months, especially in the 

colder climates. If you build your own world, you don’t have to brave the cold weather outside to go 

traveling through the forest trees, go shopping at the mall, do some local industry work, picking up and 

dropping off goods and passengers, and creating your own economy. Plus, you can stimulate some real 

brain activity by using your 

imagination, making track-plans, 

learning how to do some new wiring 

projects, and generally becoming more 

creative.  

 

I am hopeful that many of these newly 

discovered model railroaders will stick 

to the hobby, even after the outside 

world becomes safer. For many of us, 

once we’re bitten, we’re in it forever. 

Others will become reabsorbed into the 

outside world again to deal with the 

many challenges that keep them from 

any activity besides work. Some of us 

will keep that little spark of energy 

alive and will return again to our train-

worlds, despite and perhaps partly 

because of the outside world. 

 

One thing about model railroading is 

that it helps prepare us for the outside 

world, since much of what we do in 

both worlds is troubleshooting and 

trying to move forward. If we can have 

the patience and the wherewithal to 

troubleshoot the problems that occur 

frequently on a model railroad, we can 

handle almost anything the outside 

world can throw at us.  


